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        AROUND HERE IT’S

        HUNTING SEASON ALL YEAR

        Harvest bigger bucks with natural, affordable products that work. Every product is mined in the USA by hunters like you.
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            3 Steps to a successful mineral site

          

          
            LEARN MORE HERE
            SHOP PRODUCTS
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            Have you entered our trail cam contest?

          

          
            ENTER NOW
            SOLVING TRAIL CAM ISSUES
          

        

        
          
            HARVEST

            Your success is our success. Deer minerals make a difference.

          

          
            LEARN ABOUT DEER MINERALS
            PICKING A SHOOTER BUCK
          

        

        
          
            WHAT’S NEW

            Activate your mineral site instantly with our NEW Liquid Trophy Rock attractant.

          

          
            BUY LIQUID TROPHY ROCK
            HOW TO USE LIQUID
          

        

      

    

  






  
    
      Build Your 
 Mineral SIte 

      
        All Redmond Trophy Rock products are super-stars on their own. Using them in combination creates a complete mineral site.
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          TROPHY ROCK 465

          Step One: Saturate the ground with granular minerals.

          
            SHOP NOW
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          TROPHY ROCK

          Step Two: Add Trophy Rock on top of 465.
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          TROPHY ROCK BLOCK

          Like a block? Trophy Rock Block adds flavor to Step Two.
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          LIQUID TROPHY ROCK

          Step 3: Top your site with our liquid, and activate your site instantly.

          
            SHOP NOW
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      HUNTERS 
  LOVE IT 

      
        
          
            
              
                Bring Deer In Consistently! 
 "Trophy Rock is my absolute go-to on my permanent sites. Within a week of setting one up I can expect to see deer hitting it on a consistent basis. They by far last the longest of any mineral or granular attract I've used, most of the time at least a month. Even after it's gone, deer will still dig into the soil trying to get more! Highly recommend Trophy Rock to anyone who wants deer to funnel into a specific area consistently."
              

              Garrett Cooper

            

          
            
              
                Farrel Weisheit 
 "My grandson & I have put out two trophy rocks & have game cameras on both & so far we have been seeing quite a few deer from does to bucks. Really impressed with Trophy Rock."
              

              Farrel Weisheit

            

          
            
              
                If you build it, they will come 
 "This is the easiest and most effective way to attract deer to your property. We put out six mineral sites in late spring for the upcoming season. Each site consisted of a bag of four 65 and two trophy rocks. It took about a week for the deer to find them. After that, we started getting trail camera pictures literally every day like clockwork. We will continue to use Redmond products every year. We have been so happy with the results"
              

              Greg Nahrgang
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      IS YOUR ROCK 
 A REDMOND TROPHY ROCK?

      Every Redmond Trophy Rock product is fully backed by our Redmond 100% satisfaction guarantee. To make sure you are getting a Trophy Rock, look for the following:

    


    
      
        
          
            DENSITY

            A quality rock is not flaky.  You do not want a crumble rock.  Dense rocks last longer in the field.

          

        
          
            STRUCTURALLY SOUND

            You should not see fractures or cracks.

          

        
          
            COLOR VARIATION

            You want a rock with sheen and multiple colors tones. Stay away from rocks that are predominantly dark and dull.

          

        
          
            NO MIDDLE MAN

            Our products come direct from the source.

          

        
      


      All Redmond Trophy Rock products are derived from this quality foundation.

      
        SHOP TROPHY ROCK
      



    

  






  
    COME ALONG WHILE WE
 ROCK THE HUNT

  


  
    	
        
      
	
        
      
	
        
      



    

    

  

  
    
      Setting up New Mineral Sites

      
        Welcome to the Redmond Hunt vlog! Follow along with the Redmond crew as we explore a sweet new hunting property
        in Ohio. Get tips for scoping tree stand locations and ideal spots for setting up new mineral sites. Watch the
        video and learn more below!
      

      
        SHOP NOW
      

    

    
      Whitetail Hunter Takes Down GIANT Ohio Buck!

      
        Sheridan Chamberlain from Utah experiences his very first whitetail hunt. After a long week, he finally connects
        on a big Ohio whitetail buck while hunting out of an old tobacco pole barn! Watch to learn how Sheridan picked a
        mature shooter buck from his deer hit list. Then learn more below about how to pick the perfect deer.
      

      
        SHOP NOW
      

    

    
      How TROPHY ROCK is Made

      
        Descend 600 feet below Earth’s surface in our Redmond mine and get an up-close view of how Trophy Rock is made.
        Experience the journey every Trophy Rock takes from the Redmond mine to your mineral site! Trophy Rock is a
        natural deer attractant rock hunters have trusted for 17 years to help harvest big bucks.
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      TIPS, TRICKS, + TALL TALES

      We are here to help on every step of your hunt.
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